
School Year:

Principal:

School:

You will be selecting school goals connected to the 
Superintendent’s priorities in the following areas: 

• Literacy
• Math
• School Selected-Determined by Local School 

Instructions

Indicate which priority your goal is connected to and 
the actions, and evidence needed to meet the intended 
outcome. The reflection stage will be completed after 
measuring success with your intended outcome.



Goal #1: Literacy

Superintendent’s Priority:

Literacy Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #2: Math

Superintendent’s Priority:

Math Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Superintendent’s Priority:

School Selected Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)


	School Name: Susan Todd Pearson Middle School
	Principal Full Name: Dean Yoder
	School Year: 2023-2024
	Goal1_LiteracyInitiativeGoal: By the end of the 23-24 school year, the number of students performing below level (Level I Milestones) in ELA will decease school-wide from ____43%__ to __35%____.6th grade  will decrease from ____48%___ to __38%___7th grade will decrease from  ____46%__to  38%____8th grade will decrease from ____42%__ to ___34%___
	Goal1_CriticalAction: Pilot Block - 30 minute remediation/acceleration three times a week. Students will be placed in Pilot block based on RI Lexile level. Reading teachers will cover literacy standards using Newsela on Wednesday & Thursday.  Teachers will work with small group for 15 minutes while other students complete Moby Max.  Groups will then switch for the final 15 minutes.Classroom: Workshop model in ELA & reading. Teacher boards and lesson plans will include the standard, itinerary (learning targert, take off (opening), cruising (work session), and landing (closing) each day. Itinerary, take-off, cruising, and closing will be updated daily on teacher boards. Opening, work session, and closing will be directly tied to the day's learning target.
	Goal1_Evidence: Administration and coaches will walk classrooms monthly, Title District coaches will walk classrooms with admin and coaches monthly. Classroom teachers will record interim and common formative assessment data on a common data form at the end of each unit.
	Goal1_Outcomes: Through interims and CFA's will provide the evidence of students increasing their ability to perform proficiently on grade level standards. RI, MI, and Milestone goals being not only reached, but also exceeding the expected goal.
	Goal1_Reflection: It is crucial to obtain feedback from both students and teachers following the implementation of the instructional S.O.P., regardless of whether the objective was achieved or not. This feedback will aid in recognizing what was effective and what could be enhanced in the future. Furthermore, it is beneficial to examine classroom observation notes to ensure that the instructional S.O.P. was adhered to as specified, as well as to analyze CCC notes and data to evaluate how these meetings influenced classroom instruction and pinpoint student requirements..
	Superintendents Priority_Goal1: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal2_MathInitiativeGoal: By the end of the 23-24 school year, the number of students performing below level (Level I - Milestones) in math will decease school-wide from __45%_ to __30%___.6th grade  will decrease from ___54%___ to ____44%______7th grade will decrease from  ____49%___ to __34%____8th grade will decrease from ____42%__ to ___30%___
	Goal2_CriticalAction: 1. Pilot Block (30-minutes every day): Students will be placed in various math classes based on data. Students that score level 1 on Math EOG and Below Basic on MI will be assigned to teachers that are math certified. Students that are proficient will work with content teachers on Math EOG questions of higher level. Groups will be changed every semester, or as needed based on the data from assessments.2. Classroom Instruction (workshop model):  Teacher boards and lesson plans include the standard (learning target), take off (opening), cruising (work session), and landing (closing) each day. Itinerary, take-off, cruising, and closing will be updated daily on teacher boards. Opening, work session, and closing will be directly tied to the day's learning target.
	Goal2_Evidence: Administration and coaches will walk classrooms monthly, Title District coaches will walk classrooms with admin and coaches monthly. Classroom teachers will record interim and common formative assessment data on a common data form at the end of each unit.
	Goal2_Outcomes: Through interims and CFA's will provide the evidence of students increasing their ability to perform proficiently on grade level standards.  RI, MI, and Milestone goals being not only reached, but also exceeding the expected goal.
	Goal2_Reflection: It is imperative to gather feedback from both students and teachers on the effectiveness of the methods used, regardless of whether the goal was achieved or not. It is recommended that classroom observation notes be reviewed to confirm that the instructional S.O.P. was adhered to as outlined. Moreover, it is vital to evaluate the impact of CCC notes and data on classroom instruction and identifying student needs.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal2: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Superintendents Priority_Goal3: [1. Make Cobb the best place to teach, lead and learn.]
	Goal3_CriticalAction: 1. PBIS - 2nd year - going digital, adding a monthly PBIS event per grade level where students and teachers will praise positive behavior.2.  Instructional SOP - refining and creating an instructional framework in all core content areas that will address student needs and increase engagement.1 and 2 above will be addressed during pre-planning, and monthly through classroom walkthroughs, CCC meetings, data digs, leadership meetings, and district walkthroughs with the Title academic coaches.
	Goal3_Evidence: 1 & 2 above: Reduction in negative behaviors - more specifically  in the areas Disrespectful Conduct and Physical Offenses. This will be measured in the amount of students who qualify for Fresh Air Friday and monthly review of student code of conduct offenses as compared to the previous year - targeting the same student groups (last year 7th grade to this year's 8th graders..etc.) Instructional SOP will be monitored through classroom visits, weekly CCC meetings, and through teacher and student check-ins / surveys. 
	Goal3_Outcomes: 1.  Student behavior will be measured through monthly discipline referrals, compared to the previous year and apples to apples comparisons.2. Instruction - Student assessment scores are on or above the district average (interims), less referrals due to engaging lessons, keeping the students excited about learning. 
	Goal3_Reflection: Each month, school leadership will meet to review all assessment and behavior data to compare to previous years, using like students as the measuring tool.  School leadership will meet with grade level leads to get a feel on how their team is doing with the Instructional SOP, PBIS ,and our general SOP that was implemented last year.  Top Pilot students from each grade level will be invited to provide feedback as well.  If the goals are being met, then we will look on what we can continue to refine and improve to raise the bar for student achievement.  If the data is not positive, we will look at the reasons why things are not working and review the input from all shareholders on what to change, throw away...etc.  All of this information will also be presented to our community to receive their feedback.
	Goal3_SchoolSelectedInitiativeGoal: Reduce "G" behaviors by 15% in 7th and 8th grade.


